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Abstract. The United Nation’s Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) is an e-business standardization body.
It is known from its work on UN/EDIFACT and ebXML. One of its ongoing work items is the UN/CEFACT modeling methodology (UMM) for
modeling global choreographies of B2B scenarios. The goal of UMM is
defining a shared business logic between business partners and fostering
reuse of standardized process building blocks. The latest UMM version
is defined as a UML 1.4 profile. In this paper we introduce the main
concepts of UMM to realize its vision. Furthermore, the paper elaborates on the necessary UML meta model work-arounds we - as part of
the specification’s editing team - took in order to accomplish the B2B
requirements. Then we propose a move towards UML 2 that eliminates
some of those workarounds. The paper is concluded with the introduction
of a UMM modeling tool that we implemented on top of a commercial
UML tool.

1

Introduction

Automating the exchange of business information between business partners exists for a while. In the early days of electronic data interchange (EDI) the focus
was limited to standardizing the business document types. However, the business
documents must also be exchanged in an agreed order. The business processes
between two different organizations participating in a collaborative business process must be defined. For this purpose a commonly accepted methodology is
needed.
The United Nation’s Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business
(UN/CEFACT), known for its standardization work in the field of UN/EDIFACT
and ebXML, took up the endeavor and started research for such a methodology.
This on-going work resulted in UN/CEFACT’s Modeling Methodology (UMM).
UMM enables to capture business knowledge independent of the underlying implementation technology, like Web Services or ebXML. The goal is to specify a
global choreography of a business collaboration serving as an ”agreement” between the participating business partners in the respective collaboration. Each
business partner derives in turn its local choreography, enabling the configuration of the business partner’s system.

In order to guarantee user acceptance of the UMM, it must be both effective
and easy to understand for the business process modelers and software architects.
Due to the growing tool support of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), the
decision in favor of UML as notation of UMM was already made in 1998. In
the first years, UMM specified its own conceptual meta model and provided
guidelines on creating compliant artifacts using the UML. In late 2004 it was
decided to define the most recent UMM version as a UML profile [1], i.e. a set
of stereotypes, tagged values and constraints - in order to customize the UML
meta model for the special purpose of modeling global B2B choreographies. At
this time the UML version of choice by UN/CEFACT was UML 1.4 [2]. This
paper introduces the most important concepts of the UML 1.4 profile of UMM.
Most attention is spent on necessary work-arounds in order to adjust the UML
meta model to the special needs of UMM. A future transition of UML 1.4 to
UML 2 as the basis of UMM will affect its UML profile. Thus, we will highlight
the potential of such a move forward.
In addition to the discussion of UMM’s UML profile, we introduce an implementation of the current UMM standard. At the University of Vienna, in
collaboration with the Research Studios Austria, we developed a UMM Add-In
[3] [4] on top of the UML tool Enterprise Architect. We highlight its features for
creating UMM compliant artifacts and for deriving XML-based process specifications and business document schemas.

2

Related Work

The idea of standard business scenarios and the necessary services to support
them was first created by the Open-edi reference model that became an ISO
standard in 1997 [5]. Thereby Open-edi separates the what in the Business Operational View (BOV) from the how in the Functional Service View (FSV).
The BOV covers the business aspects such as business information, business
conventions, agreements and rules among organizations. The FSV deals with information technology aspects supporting the execution of business transactions.
UMM is considered as a BOV-centric methodology. When UN/CEFACT and
OASIS started the ebXML inititative, it was UN/CEFACT’s vision that UMM
is used to create BOV standards and that XML is used as key concept on the
FSV layer. Accordingly, UMM is ebXML’s modeling methodology, but it is not a
mandatory part of ebXML (c.f. [6]). During the 18-month initiative of ebXML,
UMM made a lot of progress. TMG and ebXML members, such as SWIFT,
TM Forum, EAN*UCC, and RosettaNet participated in the development. In
2000 the company EDIFECS contributed their copyrights on the RosettaNet
modeling approach to UN/CEFACT and it was merged into UMM’s version 10.
Note, when UMM split into base module, foundation module, and specialization
modules in 2004, the version numbering was restarted. Thus UMM version 10 is
a predecessor of the UMM foundation module 1.0 presented in this paper.
Since UMM stops at the BOV layer, a transformation to an IT solution on the
FSV layer is required. In the world of Web Services a lot of different languages

describing business processes exist, e.g. the Business Process Modeling Language
(BPML) [7] and the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [8]. These
languages are limited to orchestrations and local choreographies. UMM models
may be transformed to local choreographies described in BPML or BPEL. In
[9] we describe such a mapping from UMM to BPEL. The release of the Web
Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) draft [10] adds a specification for global choreographies to the family of Web Services which did not
exist before. Within the ebXML framework, the Business Process Specification
Schema (BPSS) [6] always describes the choreography of a business collaboration
from a global perspective. We describe a mapping from UMM models to BPSS
in [11].

3

UMM by example

In this section we briefly describe the steps of UMM and the resulting artifacts.
For a better understanding we walk through the UMM by the means of a rather
simple, but still realistic example. This example is akin to a project in the European waste management domain. Crossborder transports of waste - even within
the EU - are subject to regulations. A transport must be announced, the receipt
of the waste as well as the disposal of the waste must be signaled. Exporter,
importer, the competent authorities in their countries and in transit countries
interchange this information. In order to keep the example simple we do not consider the competent authorities of transit and we do not include the information
about the waste disposal. However, in order to explain all concepts we assume
that each individual transport must be approved which is not required in reality.
The UMM comprises three main views: business domain view (BDV), business requirements view (BRV), and business transaction view (BTV). The latter
two are split into subviews. A UMM business collaboration model reflects this
structure by creating packages for all these views and subviews (See left hand
side of figure 1).
The BDV is used to gather existing knowledge from stakeholders and business
domain experts. In interviews the business process analyst tries to get a basic
understanding of the business processes in the domain. The use case descriptions
of a business process are on a rather high level. One or more business partners
participate in a business process and zero or more stakeholders have an interest in
dependency with the process. The BDV results in a map of business processes, i.e.
the business processes are classified. Thus the BDV package includes business
area subpackages. UN/CEFACT suggests to use business areas according to
the classification of Porters value chain (PVC) plus some administrative areas.
Each business area consists of process area packages that correspond to the
Open-edi phases (planning, identification, negotiation, actualization, and postactualization) [5]. In our waste management example relevant business areas are
logistics and regulation, each covering at least the process areas of actualization
and post-actualization. We do not want to detail here all the processes that may
be important to the domain experts and stakeholders in these areas.
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Fig. 1. UMM Overview

Those business processes from the BDV that provide a chance for collaboration will be further detailed by the business process analyst in the BRV. The
BRV consists of a number of different subviews. The business process view (1
in figure 1) gives an overview about the business processes, their activities and
resulting effects, and the business partners executing them. The activity graph
of a business process may describe a single partner’s process, but may also detail a multi-party choreography. The business process analyst tries to discover
interface tasks creating/changing business entities that are shared between business partners and, thus, require communication with a business partner. In our
example we detail a multi-party business process for a waste transport. The
exporter pre-informs the export authority about a waste transport and expects
an approval of the waste transport in return. In turn, the export authority announces the waste transport to the import authority to get the approval, and
the import authority does the same with the importer. Later on when the waste
is received by the importer, this information goes uni-directional back the chain
from the importer to the import authority to the export authority, and finally
to the exporter.
The information exchanged between business partners is about the business
entity waste transport. Firstly, a waste transport entity is created with state
announced. Announced is a kind of pending state because it requires a decision
by the other business partner to set it either to approved or to rejected. Once
an approved transport has happened it is set to arrived. These so-called shared
business entity states must be in accordance with the business entity lifecycle of
waste transport. This lifecycle is defined in the state chart of the business entity
view (2).
It is obvious from the requirements described so far that the announcement
together with the information of approval/rejection as well as the information
of the waste receipt always occur between a different pair of business partners.
It is not efficient to describe these tasks for each pair again and again. Instead,
these tasks are defined between authorized roles. A transaction requirements
view defines the business transaction use case for a certain task and binds the
two authorized roles involved. In our example we have two transaction requirement views: announce waste transport (3) - which also includes the decision and announce transport arrival (4). The authorized roles are in both cases a
notifier who makes the corresponding announcement and a notifee.
The collaboration requirements view includes a business collaboration use
case. The business collaboration use case aggregates business transaction use
cases and/or nested business collaboration use cases. This is manifested by include associations. In our example the business collaboration use case manage
waste transport (5) includes the business transaction use cases announce waste
transport (3) and announce transport arrival (4). Furthermore, the authorized
roles participating in the business collaboration use case must be defined. Sometimes it is hard to find a good name for an authorized role, like in our example.
We call the roles again notifier and notifiee. The notifier is the one who
initiates the management of a waste transport and the notifiee is the one who

reacts on it. A business collaboration use case may have many business collaboration realizations that define which business partners play which authorized
roles. A detailed discussion of business collaboration realizations is provided in
section 4.
The BTV builds upon the BRV and defines a global choreography of information exchanges and the document structure of these exchanges. The choreography
described in the requirements of a business transaction use case is represented
in exactly one activity graph of a business transaction. A business transaction
is used to align the states of business entities in the information systems of the
authorized roles. We distinguish one-way and two-way business transactions: In
the former case, the initiating authorized role reports an already effective and
irreversible state change that the reacting authorized role has to accept. This
is the case in the business transaction announce transport arrival (8). In the
other case, the initiating partner sets the business entity/ies into an interim
state and the final state is decided by the reacting authorized role. It is a twoway transaction, because an information envelope flows from the initiator to the
responder to set the interim state and backwards to set the final and irreversible
state change. In the business transaction announce waste transport (7) the business entity announce waste transport is set into the interim state announce by
the notifer, whereas the notifee sets the final state of approved or rejected.
Irreversible means that returning to an original state requires compensation by
another business transaction.
A UMM business transaction follows always the same pattern: A business
transaction is performed between two authorized roles that are already known
from the business transaction use case and that are assigned to exactly one
swimlane each. Each authorized role performs exactly one activity. An object
flow between the requesting and the responding business activity is mandatory.
An object flow in the reverse direction is optional. Both the two-way transaction
announce waste transport (7) and the one-way transaction announce transport
arrival (8) follow this pattern.
The activity graph of a business transaction shows only the exchange of business information in the corresponding envelopes. It does not show any business
signals for acknowledgements. The acknowledgment of receipt - sent for a valid
document that also passed sequence validation - and the acknowledgment of processing - sent for documents that have been checked against additional business
rules before importing them into the business application - are specified by maximum time values in the tagged values of the requesting and responding business
activity. Further tagged values are the maximum time to respond, and flags for
authorization, non-repudiation of original and of receipt, and a retry counter for
reinitiating the business transactions in case of control failures. The information
envelopes are characterized by tagged values to signal confidential, tamper proof
and authenticated exchanges.
According to the UMM business transaction semantics, the requesting business activity does not end after sending the envelope - it is still alive. The responding business activity may output the response which is returned to the still

living requesting business activity. This interpretation may be curious for UML
purists - however, it was already introduced by the RosettaNet [12] modeling
approach and is well accepted by the e-business community.
The requirements described in a business collaboration use case are choreographed in the activity graph of a business collaboration protocol which is defined in a business choreography view. In our example, the manage waste transport
requirements (5) are mapped to the homonymous business collaboration protocol
(9). A business collaboration protocol choreographs a set of business transaction
activities and/or business collaboration activities. A business transaction activity is refined by the activity graph of a business transaction. In our example,
the business collaboration protocol of manage waste transport (9) is a simple
sequence of two business transaction activities: announce waste transport and
announce transport arrival. Each of them is refined by its own business transaction (7,8). Business transaction activities have tagged values for a maximum
time to perform and an indicator whether concurrent execution is allowed or
not. Business collaboration activities - which are not used in our example - are
refined by a nested business collaboration protocol.
Finally, the information exchanged in transactions must be unambiguously
defined. Each object in an object flow state is an instance of a class representing
an envelope. The aggregates within this envelope are defined in a class diagram.
Figure 1 includes a - due to space limitations - very limited extract of the class
diagram for the waste movement form envelope (10), which is exchanged in the
business transaction announce waste transport (7). The business document is
assembled from reusable building blocks called core components [13] [14]. By
using a core component in a business document it is adjusted to the document’s
business context, e.g. by eliminating attributes not needed. Once the core component is adjusted it becomes a so-called business information entity. In (10)
we just highlight one business information entity waste being part of a waste
movement form. We do not list any attributes, neither we show any other business information entities and relationships among them.

4

UMM meta model workarounds

As mentioned before, UMM is based on the UML 1.4 meta model [2]. Accordingly, a UMM business collaboration model is a UMM 1.4 compliant model.
However, some concepts may appear unfamiliar to a UML modeler who has not
used UMM before. These concepts are a result of the specific B2B requirements
of UMM.
4.1

Mapping of authorized roles

One of the key goals of UMM is to foster reuse. This implies that a business transaction use case may be included in many business collaboration use cases. Consider for example, the business transaction use case announce transport arrival
is part of another business collaboration use case in the logistics domain.
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Fig. 2. Mapping of Authorized Roles

For the purpose of reuse, the authorized roles are defined in the very specific
context of a business transaction. A business collaboration use case that includes
the business transaction also defines participating authorized roles in its specific
context. It is the peculiarity of UMM that a certain authorized role of the business
collaboration use case must take on an authorized role of an included business
transaction use case. For this purpose UMM uses maps to dependencies defining
which authorized role of a business collaboration use case plays which role in
an included business transaction use case (or nested business collaboration use
case).
This concept is easily demonstrated by our waste management example (see
figure 1). The business collaboration use case manage waste transport (5) includes two business transaction use cases: announce waste transport (3) and
announce transport arrival (4). By coincidence, the roles of all three use cases
are notifier and notifee. However, this does not mean that a notifier always
maps to a notifier. In our example the notifier of manage waste transport (5)
plays also the notifier of announce waste transport (3), but plays the notifiee
in announce transport arrival (4) since the information flows the other way
round. For the notifiee of manage waste transport it is just the opposite. It is
obvious, that notifier must be a different authorized role in each of the three
use cases, however with a homonymous name. Accordingly, authorized roles are
always defined in the namespace of its transaction requirements view. This is
easy to recognize in the tree view of our example on the left side of figure 1.
In section 3 we already learned that the same manage waste transport business collaboration must be realized between different pairs of business partners.
Thus, we need different business collaboration realizations - each defining which

business partner plays which role in it. Accordingly, our waste example results
in three business collaboration realizations of manage waste transport - one between exporter and export authority, one between export authority and import
authority, and one between import authority and importer. Figure 2 depicts
the first one as a representative (6). The business partners participating in the
business collaboration realization are the ones already defined in the BDV and,
thus, are not re-defined in the namespace of the collaboration realization view.
However, each business collaboration realization defines authorized roles which
are usually - but not necessarily - homonymously named as the ones of the
corresponding business collaboration use case. The previously introduced concept of maps to dependencies is used to map both the authorized roles from a
business collaboration realization to a business collaboration use case as well as
business partners to authorized roles of the business collaboration realization.
In the manage waste transport realization (6) of figure 2 the exporter plays the
notifier and the export authority acts as notifiee.
4.2

Reusing a business transaction in many business collaboration
protocols

The fact that a business transaction use case (and a nested business collaboration
use case) may be included in many business collaboration use cases has another
implication which is not perfectly met by the UML 1.4 meta model. Each business
collaboration use case leads to exactly one business collaboration protocol. Each
included business transaction use case will result in a business transaction that
is part of the corresponding business collaboration protocol. In the activity graph
of a business collaboration protocol the activity graph of a business transaction
is represented by a business transaction activity. Since a business transaction use
case may be the target of many include associations, it follows that the same
business transaction may be part of different business collaboration protocols.
One might think that this concept is reflected in the UML 1.4 meta model.
A business transaction activity is a UML subactivity state which is refined by a
UML activity graph. The UML 1.4 meta model defines a 1:1-relationship between
subactivity states and activity graphs. However the relationship between business
transaction activity and business transaction must be n:1. Consequently, UMM
uses again a maps to dependency to realize the relationship between business
transaction activities and business transactions. A business transaction activity
is the source for only one maps to dependency and a business transaction may
be the target of many maps to dependencies.
4.3

Mapping of use cases and their activity graphs in different
packages

Back in the early days of UMM development, in the late 1990s, the project team
decided that the structure of a UMM model follows the UMM views (cf. left
hand side of figure 1). In the meantime the user community got used to this
structure and changing it would create too much confusion. In UML, an activity

graph may go beneath a use case describing its requirements. However, in the
UMM structure the business transaction use cases and the business collaboration
use cases are located in other packages than the corresponding business transaction or business collaboration protocol, respectively. Accordingly, the relationship
between a business transaction use case and a business transaction as well as
the one between a business collaboration use case and a business collaboration
protocol are realized by another maps to dependency.

5

Moving towards UML 2

With the growing acceptance of UML 2, there is a desire to move UMM towards
UML 2. As we learned, UMM is based on use cases to model requirements, on
classes to model business documents, and on activity diagrams to model choreographies. Since UML 2 made major changes to modeling activity diagrams,
major changes must be made to UMM. In UML 1.4 activity graphs were specialized state machines. In UML 2 they have been replaced by the concept of
an activity. An activity captures user-defined behavior by describing a flow of
actions and their interaction with objects representing data. An action is a fundamental unit to describe a step of work within the execution of an activity.
In this section we propose a transition of UMM business collaboration protocols
and business transactions to UML 2 using the waste management example. Furthermore, we will show how to eliminate the workarounds introduced in section
4 using UML 2 concepts.
The business collaboration protocol manage waste transport on the left hand
side of figure 3 is composed of two business transaction activities - announce
waste transport and announce transport arrival. In UML 2 the business collaboration protocol becomes an activity. Each of the two business transaction
activities become an action. We already know that business transaction activities are refined by a business transaction. A business transaction also becomes
an activity in UML 2. In order to refer from a business transaction activity
to its refining business transaction we utilize the predefined action type call
behavior action. A call behavior action - indicated by the rake-symbol in the
lower right corner of a business transaction activity in figure 3 - allows the call
of another activity. This eliminates the corresponding maps to dependency in
the current UMM. In our example the first business transaction activity calls
the announce waste transport business transaction and the second one calls the
announce transport arrival business transaction.
A business transaction is always composed of a requesting and a responding
business activity - each of them become actions. Since the implementation of
these activities together with their interfaces within an application are partner
specific we use the subtype opaque action. This indicates that the ”semantics
of the action are determined by the implementation” [15]. In UML 2 we prefer
to notate the information flows between these two actions by the new pin notation. The right hand side of Figure 3 shows this new notation for the business
transaction announce waste transport. An output pin of a requesting business

activity and an input pin of a responding business activity are assigned with a
requesting information envelope object. An output pin of a responding business
activity and an input pin of a requesting business activity are assigned with a
responding information envelope object.
Considering the response in case of two-way transactions, we suggest an
extension to the UMM transaction concept. The current UMM transaction concept allows only one type of responding information envelope. Usually, the type
of response differs significantly in case of a positive and a negative response.
In the current UMM we must use an abstract super type for the positive and
negative response. We propose multiple output pins to responding business activities and multiple input pins to requesting business activities in order to
show different types of object flows. These object flows are guarded by mutually exclusive constraints. The announce waste transport business transaction
on the right hand side of figure 3 defines the exchange of a waste movement form
envelope between the requesting business activity notify waste transport and
the responding business activity process waste movement form. A waste movement
acceptance envelope is returned in case of an accepted transport. A waste movement
rejection envelope is sent back if the transport is rejected. This approach narrows the gap between process- and data modeling in UMM.
Last, but not least UML 2 enables eliminating the maps to dependency between a business transaction and a business transaction use case and also between a business collaboration protocol and a business collaboration use case. In
UML 2, a use case might be associated to an arbitrary classifier indicating that
the classifer realizes the use case. Since activity inherits from classifier, we are
able to connect the activities to the corresponding use cases without maps to
dependencies.
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6

UMM Tool Support

Since UMM is a UML profile, any UML tool on the market may be used for creating UMM business collaboration models. As we learned in the previous sections,
UMM does not use all UML features and diagrams. The artifacts of a UMM
business collaboration model are based on a specific subset of UML elements.
Furthermore, certain dependencies and constraints exist between these artifacts.
A regular UML tool will not enforce these dependencies and constraints. In addition, it will not prevent the modeler from using modeling elements outside of
UMM’s subset. Thus, a modeling tool considering the UMM-specifics is needed.
Instead of developing a UMM tool from scratch we decided to use the UML functionality from the commercial UMM tool Enterprise Architect and to implement
an Add-In for the UMM-specifics [3] on top of it.
The UMM Add-in supports the business modeler in creating UMM business
collaboration models by the following main features:
–
–
–
–
–
–

UMM-specific toolbar
UMM requirements engineering support
Semi-automatic generation of UMM artifacts
Validation of the UMM model
Transformation into choreography languages
Core Component support

In order to create a UMM model it is convenient to drag and drop UMM
stereotypes from a toolbar onto the modeling canvas. Thus, the stereotypes as
defined in the UMM profile are integrated into Enterprise Architect and provided
in a toolbar. The toolbar itself is organized in sections that correspond to the
UMM views. This helps the user to use the right stereotypes in a certain UMM
step. In order to prevent the user from using UML elements not part of the UMM
subset, the toolbar is restricted to the UMM stereotypes and UML standard
elements required by UMM.
Supporting B2B requirements engineering is another feature of the UMM
Add-In. Business knowledge is collected during interviews with business domain experts and stakeholders. The gathered information is captured in so-called
UMM worksheets. Traditionally, worksheets were completed using a word processor. Since most of the worksheet information is captured later on in tagged
values, this results in duplication of efforts and an increased danger of inconsistency. Thus, the worksheet approach is integrated into the UMM Add-In. UMM
specifies a set of pre-defined worksheets. Additionally, self-defined worksheets
may be created using an XML based worksheet definition language that is processed by the UMM Add-In. This guarantees a flexible adaptation of worksheets
to special business needs and to changes due to the update of the UMM meta
model.
It is a goal of the UMM Add-In to release the modeler from some routine
tasks by semi-automatically generating UMM artifacts. For example, consider
creating the substructure of the BDV as outlined in section 3. The structure
of business areas and process areas - which may follow a matrix predefined by

UN/CEFACT [16] - is transformed into a tree structure of packages. Instead of
manually creating this tree structure, the modeler simply checks the relevant cells
in the pre-defined matrix and the tree structure is created. Another example of
semi-automatic generation are business transactions. A business transaction use
case usually defines the name of the business transaction and the participating
authorized roles. Using this information and additional worksheet information
it is easy to generate the pattern-based activity graph of a business transaction requiring user input only for the classifiers of the exchanged information
envelopes.
A key feature of the UMM Add-In is checking a business collaboration model
for UMM compliance. The validation engine of the UMM Add-In verifies whether
all constraints defined in the UMM profile are satisfied or not. Validation is not
only supported for the entire model, but for any UMM view or even subview.
Validation is started for a certain view and includes all content beneath it. This
enables the modeler to scrutinize specific parts of the model before continuing
with the next UMM step. In case of incompliance with the UMM profile the
validation engine reports an error message containing the origin of the flaw and
references for corrections.
Once a valid UMM model is created, it is envisioned to transform the UMM
business logic into IT-platform specific representations. Currently, we support
the mapping of the inter-organizational process definitions to choreography languages as used in services oriented architectures [11] [9]. In particular, we support
the generation of global choreographies defined by ebXML’s Business Process
Specification Schema (BPSS) [6] as well as of local choreographies in Web Services’ Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [8].
Apart from the business process specific features, the UMM Add-In also offers
functionalities to model the business data exchanged in a business transaction. It
uses the concept of a Business Collaboration Specification Schema (BCSS) [14],
a representation of the core components standard implemented as UML profile.
Hence the user has the possibility to model the data exchanged by reusable core
components. Furthermore an XML schema can be generated out of the core
components model according to predefined naming and design rules.
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Summary

In this paper we have introduced UN/CEFACT’s Modeling Methodology (UMM)
which we have co-edited. UMM defines a UML 1.4 profile - i.e. a set of stereotypes, tagged values and constraints - in order to customize the UML meta
model for the special purpose of modeling collaborative business processes from
a global view. We demonstrated the steps of the UMM by a simple example
of the waste management domain. This example reveals most of the stereotypes
defined in UMM. Due to space limitation we were not able to go into all the
details of the tagged values of each stereotype. Furthermore, we preferred to
show the relationships between the stereotypes by means of the example, rather

than introducing the equivalent set of OCL constraints as defined in the UMM
specification.
Furthermore, we elaborated those concepts that are very specific to UMM’s
UML profile. These specifics include the mapping of authorized roles participating in a parent use case to the authorized roles participating in an included use
case, as well as on the mapping of business partners to authorized roles in a use
case realization. Another UMM specialty is that an activity graph may be included in multiple parent activity graphs. Since the UML 1.4 meta model defines
a 1:1 relationship between a subactivity state and the refining activity graph,
we had to implement a workaround with dependencies between the subactivity
state and the refining activity graph to realize an n:1-relationship. Finally, we
also used dependencies to trace between a use case and its realizing activity
graph located in different packages.
Due to the growing acceptance of UML 2, it is predictable that the UML
profile will move towards UML 2 in the near future. Since the concept of modeling
activity diagrams changed dramatically in UML 2, we outlined the consequences
of such a movement. Furthermore, we have shown the significance of a UMM tool,
supporting the modeler in creating a UMM compliant model. The University of
Vienna and the Research Studios Austria are committed to the development of
the UMM Add-In and will adapt it to future versions of the UMM standard.
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